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What does 
it mean to 

“take a 
risk”?

• Try something different

• Go where others haven’t

• Go where YOU haven’t

• Do something where you don’t know what the result 

might be

What does 
it feel like?

• Vulnerable

• Uncomforta ble

• Fun

• Alive

• Exciting

Risk in 
Barbershop

• In the barbershop world, risk presents itself in a variety 

of ways:

– Comedy (the better the comedy, the riskier it is)

– Dramatic presentations

– Original or lesser known songs

– Incorporating new elements:

• Set pieces

• Props

• Riser f ormations

The Risk of 
Risk

• Fear

– Of the unknown

– Of failure

• Distraction

– From other necessary work

– From getting work done

• Reaction

– Is the audience ready to receive it?

– Does the audience want to receive it?

– Will the audience understand it?

– Will judges appreciate it or be distracted by it?

Why do it? • Risk vs Reward

– The greater the risk, the higher potential for reward.

• Scores and rankings matter less

– The winner is not always the most remembered.

• Think of your three favourite performances of all time:

– Are they typical performances or was there something 

special about it?

• If successful, you have a chance to do something truly 

memorable, unique and special.

• Other aspects of performance can actually improve 

because of it.

– Too busy focused on what you’re doing to be distracted 

or nervous about judges, etc.
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How do you 
approach a 
risky idea?

• CAREFULLY… but not.

• On one hand, you want to be:

– Well prepared

– Considered all options

– Well rehearsed

– Ready for any possible outcome

• But at the same time, if you are going to go for it, then 

you have to go for it.

• Can’t go halfway.

First steps • Imagine the longest possible amount of time you will 

need to develop and perfect the concept you have in 

mind.

• That’s not enough time.

• A unique concept requires time:

– Flesh out different ideas

– Try things

– Make edits

– Get people’s opinions

First steps • Now look at the concept you have in mind.

– Have you designed a concept like this before?

– Do you have experience in the areas that you need it to 
develop it properly (i.e. comedy)?

• If the answer to either of the above questions is “no”, 

then you’re going to want to seek out help to develop 

the idea.

• If the answer to both of the questions above is “yes”, 

then you’re going to want to seek out help to develop 

the idea.

• When it’s your idea, it’s very east to get “too close” to 

it.

– You need a different perspective to critique it.

• That said, don’t add team members without purpose.

– Too many opinions can ruin the creative process.

Developing 
the idea

• Start with the key elements of it:

– Comedy

– Drama

– Dance

– Other

• Do your research:

– Books

– Experts – instructors, coaches, etc.

• Understand the key fundamentals:

– Comedy: rule of three

– Drama: character building

• Become the expert!

Past 
Examples

• This might be tricky if it’s something that hasn’t been 

done in barbershop before.

• There are likely similar performances that you can 

draw experience from:

– What worked and why?

– What didn’t work and why?

• Don’t be afraid to go outside of the barbershop world if 

necessary.

– YouTube, for example, is full of examples of all kinds of 

performances.

Your own 
experience

• Maybe you’ve done performance s similar to this one in 

the past.

• Even if you haven’t, your past performances, although 

different, can still help guide you.

• Don’t just look at where you had successes.

• You’ll learn more from your past failures to know how 

to approach things differently.

• Take lessons from all of them and apply it to the next 

idea.
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The first 
draft…

• …will not be your last draft!

• Expect from the beginning that things will change and 

don’t allow yourself to get too attached to something.

• A bigger idea might come along.

• A better idea might come along.

• A coach could come in and say it’s not working.

• A test performance could show that something isn’t 

getting the reaction you expected.

• By being willing to throw out things, you increase your 

chances of having a successful performance.

Before 
rehearsal 
time, it’s 

play time!

• Don’t simply use a rehearsal to practice what’s written.

• Take the time to “jump in the sandbox” and play 

around with different ideas and options.

• Use coaches in this manner.

• The chorus will need to be prepped for this ahead of 

time:

– They need to be patient.

– The need to accept that they may not be the focus for 

long periods of time.

– The need to know that this is a key part of the process.

• This is part of the reason why you want to give yourself 

as much time as possible.  You don’t want to feel 

rushed in coming up with ideas.

Limitations
• Once you have a product starting to come together, you’ll 

want to start looking down the road at possible limitations 

to making this successful.

• You don’t want to do it too early, because then you run the 
risk of throwing out ideas too soon.

• Venue:

– How long of a walk is it to the stage?

– How much floorspace is available?

– How much rehearsal space is available?

• Contest Regulations

– Is there a time limit for the performance?

– Is there a time limit to get on/off stage?

– Are there rules around props/set pieces?

• Audience

– Will reactions impact the performers?

Limitations • You also need to consider your performers in this 

manner:

– What do they need to be successful?

– What might get in their way?

– Are there costumes?  Can they move/sing in them? Is 

their hearing compromised?

– Are there set pieces?  How heavy are they and how 

long/far do they need to be carried?

• You want to give your performers an environment that 

allows them to be successful.

Rehearsal 
process

• If there are outside elements (costumes, set pieces, 

props), you want to work with those as much as 

possible, especially if they present any potential 
problems.

• You’ll want to simulate the performance conditions as 

much as possible:

– Tape off the floor in your rehearsal space to show how 
much room you’ll have on stage.

– Practice getting on and off stage, with all elements in 
place.

– Emotional performance? Practice going “over the cliff”.

• Plan surprise “distractions” to practice staying focused.

• Visualize the entire process – the prep time before the 

event, the walk to the stage, the performance itself, 

getting off stage.

Test it on 
stage

• There is no better test than an actual performance with 

a real audience.

• It tells you what is working and what is not.

• You have to consider all of the factors though:

– Different performing environment

– Different audience

– Lighting conditions

• There are many reasons outside of your performance 

that will impact an audience’s reaction to it. 

• You need to be able to determine which is which.


